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Where Nature lights up.
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Luci di Fiemme

Nature is shining by definition.
It’s the light of life, of what is good and beautiful
of authenticity and genuineness.
The floors of this series are flooded by this light,
because in their grains flows the life of wood
and the cleverness of men, the beauty of nature
and the loving kindness of the artisans of Fiemme.

The beauty of nature, illuminated by man’s know-how,
shapes tradition into modern life.
That’s how we enlight Luci di Fiemme.
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Where Nature lights up.
Nature is the same, but it wears a new,
unique and inimitable bright dress when
improved with Thermowood thermal
treatment: the wood of the upper layer
is exposed to high temperatures that
reduce humidity and caramelise the sugars
of the various essences by darkening and
hardening the whole thickness of the board.
Wood becomes more resistant against
swellings, maintains its steady dimensions
and takes on nuances of extraordinarily
refined beauty – warm and intense – that
vary from the deep tones of the wet ground
to honey-caramelised glares. Indeed, these
sought-after colours are natural and obtained
without using pigments nor toxic substances
and, especially in the essences exposed

to a medium glazing process, there may
be evident shading among the boards which
may fade over the years.
To obtain the coldest Luci, after the glazing
some essences are exposed to a light natural
bleaching. Moreover, all Luci are treated
with the exclusive 100% biocompatible
FIEMME 3000 Bio Plus: it nourishes the
wood in depth, protects it and keeps the
marvellous drawings that nature has traced
on every plank without obstructing its pores.
The combination of Bio Plus and
Thermowood treatments gives Luci di
Fiemme an unique, beautiful and resistant
character. These floors are particularly
indicated also for damp locations or exposed
to a most frequented foot traffic - like
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kitchens, bathrooms, showrooms and
offices – and where the heating floor
is installed. A light bevelling on the
edges decorates FIEMME 3000 threecrossed-layer boards of this series.
Luci di Fiemme are natural essences
that, illuminated by years of research
in the name of biocompatibility,
feel like being new woods. For this
reason, their names are fantastic
and evocative neologisms about
the natural world we wish around
us, where man has only one duty:
highlight and protect the beauty
and health of this world.

Thickness
upper layer:
3,6mm
Light bevel
on 4 sides

Thickness
15 mm
Counterbalancing
of spruce

Vertical line middle layer
made of spruce

Male/female
joint on
4 sides

Wood is a living material. Because of its nature, it is subject to changes
due to external factors like sunlight, temperature, humidity and daily
wear and tear. Changes of tone are normal and therefore the samples
provided are for indicative purposes only, as the pictures shown in this
catalogue. Notice also that the representation of colours and tones is
limited by the photographic and printing processes.
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Essence
Choice

THERMOWOOD OAK
knot-free, knotty

Essence
Choice

THERMOWOOD OAK
knot-free, knotty

A lake of dark and thick chocolate, where the depth
of darkness, slightly touched by light, reveals warm
and vibrant dark-reddish glares.

The clear oak stands out with the wet red ground’s
colours. It’s soft and variegated like a board of
flowing candy, where blades of light fire up and
brownish flaming effect patterns move smoothly.

the photo shows the variation knot- free brushed

the photo shows the variation knot- free brushed
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Essence
Choice

THERMOWOOD OAK
knot-free, knotty

Essence
Choice

THERMOWOOD OLIVE ASH
unique

The oak is melted in a quiet sea of honey and flowers,
crossed by languid waves of light that let go amber
glares and bright golden filaments.

A voluptuous flowing of red-hot lava where red,
shattered by never-ending shades of pomegranate
colour, bordeaux and carmine, comes to surface from
black and through ashwood’s determined waves.

the photo shows the variation knot- free brushed

the photo shows the variation brushed
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Essence
Choice

Luci di Fiemme

Luci di Fiemme

CIMASOLE

BOSCURO

THERMOWOOD OLIVE ASH
unique

Essence
Choice

THERMOWOOD ACACIA
unique

Fire’s irrepressible changeability runs in the veins of
this ashwood in a shining chase of orange rays where
fire up sudden copper brilliances and bronze flashes.

Acacia wood becomes dark, then milk chocolate in a
vivid alternation of darkness and light that sets free
bordeaux glares and sudden orange thunderbolts.

the photo shows the variation polished

the photo shows the variation polished
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Essence
Choice

THERMOWOOD OAK
knot-free, knotty

Essence
Choice

THERMOWOOD OAK
knot-free, knotty

A feeble bleaching reveals the nature of the rock,
a precious meeting between wood’s glow and rock’s
cold and shimmering grey fades, crossed by clearer
and slightly rosy variegations.

A placid stream of water that flows under the snow:
this is the clear oak, crystallized in the cold, where
the cosy glow comes from the thick twine of dovegrey and hazel nuances broken into thin vibrations
of grey and pink.

the photo shows the variation knot- free brushed

the photo shows the variation knot- free brushed
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Essence
Choice

THERMOWOOD OAK
knot-free, knotty

Essence
Choice

THERMOWOOD OLIVE ASH
unique

The bleaching, a faint puff of rosy silk, tames the
baked oak’s bright brown shades and melts them
in domesticated hazel, creamy and delicate fades,
like the light cipria.

Ashwood’s nature, darkened by the treatment and
frozen by a very light white coat, is like the water at
the mercy of cold that stretches out forming shining
icicles while running on frozen rocks.

the photo shows the variation knot- free brushed

the photo shows the variation brushed
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BRINAMONTE
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Essence
Choice

THERMOWOOD OLIVE ASH
unique

Essence
Choice

THERMOWOOD ACACIA
unique

In this ashwood, the bleaching – like a very light veil
of cipria laid on woods, darkened by the sun and
smoothed by the winds – reveals soft and chromatic
passages from dove-grey, hazel and pastel pink
colours.

The compact acacia’s fiber – hardened by the
treatment, then bleached – alternates dark and
burnt tones with delicate rosy blades. The fiber is
rough and dark but, at the same time, quiet and cosy
like a mountain hut surrounded by the frost that
opens the door to the pleasant glow of a fireplace.

the photo shows the variation polished

the photo shows the variation polished
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Luci di Fiemme

Fiemme 3000 is a brand of D.K.Z. srl
Via dell’Artigianato, 18 - 38037 Predazzo - TN - Italy
Ph. +39 0462 500220 - Fax +39 0462 500225
www.fiemme3000.it - info@fiemme3000.it
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